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1

Introduction

Durham Region is in the process of updating its Transportation Master Plan (TMP). The TMP is a
strategic planning document that will define the policies, programs and infrastructure
improvements required to address Durham’s transportation needs to 2031 and beyond.
The purpose of the TMP update is to:


gauge and assess the progress of the previous TMP;



update the Region’s travel demand forecasting tools to reflect the most recent
population and employment projections;



revisit and update its strategies and policies to reflect current trends, needs and best
practices; and



identify transportation projects to meet Durham Region’s future needs.

The development of the TMP is structured around four main phases:


Phase 1 focused on collection and analysis of background information and
development of Guiding Principles and Directions for the study. This phase of the
study was completed with endorsement of the Guiding Principles and Directions by
Joint Committee on May 21, 2015 (Report #2015-J-29), and by Regional Council on
June 3, 2015.



Phase 2 focused on the development and assessment of alternative approaches to
meeting the Region’s transportation needs and accommodating planned growth in
the Region’s population and employment through the 2031 horizon year. Alternative
road and higher-order transit network scenarios were modelled using the Durham
Region Transportation Planning Model (DRTPM). A technical assessment of model
results, in the context of the approved Principles and Directions and input received
from stakeholders and the public during the first phase of the study, determined that
a balanced approach combining significant transit improvements with strategic road
network expansion would best serve the Region’s future transportation needs.



Phase 3, currently nearing completion, included additional modelling and technical
analysis to further develop this preferred approach into draft recommended 2031
networks for roads, higher-order transit and cycling. Phase 3 work is on-going to
refine these networks and costs, prioritize the recommended projects and develop
draft recommended action and policy directions to support their implementation.



Phase 4 is the development of the Final Transportation Master Plan document.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the development of the recommended transportation
networks for Roads, Higher Order Transit and Cycling. It focuses primarily on the development
of networks for the 2031 horizon year, consistent with the planning horizon of the Official Plan.
The report draws on more detailed technical reports that will form part of the final TMP
documentation.
It should be noted that the primary focus of this report is on transportation networks and the
associated infrastructure improvements. It does not include a detailed description of supporting
policies and actions, which will be presented in subsequent reports and as part of the Draft TMP.
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The remainder of this report is organized as follows:


Chapter 2 provides the Guiding Principles and Directions and provides a brief
background on the network development process including a discussion of future
needs.



Chapter 3 provides a review of transit trends and then focuses on the development
of the Higher Order Transit network.



Chapter 4 addresses walking and cycling, specifically the development of a
network of Short Term Cycling Routes within the Regional Council-approved
Cycling Plan that is intended to accelerate progress on projects that improve area
municipal connectivity, are key commuter routes, or enhance Regional cycling
tourism.



Chapter 5 provides an overview of road network needs and the proposed network
for 2031. Chapter 5 also discusses the importance of goods movement in context
with proposed road and transit networks.



Chapter 6 outlines next steps including the process that will be used to prioritize
road, transit and cycling projects.

2

Background

2.1

TMP Principles and Directions

As part of the initial phase of the TMP, a set of Guiding Principles and Directions, endorsed by
Regional Council on June 3, 2015, were developed to guide the development of the TMP’s
policies, strategies and actions.
The following seven principles are integral to the plan and reflect the Vision for Durham Region:


A focus on users



Connectivity



Public health and safety



Economic prosperity



Environmental protection



Collaboration and leadership



Innovation

These principles are addressed by several key directions as follows:
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Direction 1: Strengthen the relationship between land use and transportation



Direction 2: Elevate the role of integrated public transit including Rapid Transit



Direction 3: Make walking and cycling more practical and attractive



Direction 4: Optimize road infrastructure and operation



Direction 5: Promote sustainable travel choices



Direction 6: Invest strategically in the transportation system



Direction 7: Improve goods movement to support economic development

2
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Further details on the key Directions for Transit (Direction 2), Walking and Cycling (Direction 3)
and Roads (Directions 4 and 7) are presented in the respective Chapters in this report.
A fuller description of both the principles and directions is provided in a separate report.

2.2

Future Travel Demand

The Region’s growth forecast for the year 2031, as per the Regional Official Plan, is for a
population of 960,000 and employment of 350,000. These forecasts are consistent with the
Province’s initial 2031 growth targets in the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
(2006). Since that time, the province has amended its growth targets for 2031 and the amended
population and employment forecasts for Durham Region are 970,000 and 360,000,
respectively.
Based on the Regional Official Plan forecasts, the Region’s population and employment will
grow by 49% and 55%, respectively, resulting in corresponding increases in travel demand. As
shown on Exhibit 2.1, this represents a steady growth of trips to 2031 generally consistent with
past trip growth. A key observation, however, is that the number of AM peak period (6:00 – 9:00)
trips that start and end in Durham will be a much higher proportion of overall trip making than
today. It is projected that that internal (Durham to Durham) work trips will increase fairly
significantly from 47% in 2011 to 59% in 2031, which is a result of employment growth in the
region.
This trend has implications for the future transportation network in that road and transit networks
will need to evolve to serve more diverse travel patterns. Historically, transit networks have been
oriented to some extent towards the GO Rail network and trips to Downtown Toronto (at present
52% of all transit trips starting in Durham are destined to the downtown core of Toronto in the
morning peak period). Adding to the challenge is the fact that trips internal to Durham are heavily
oriented to automobiles with transit only accounting for about 5% of motorized, internal trips in
the morning peak period.
Exhibit 2.1: Historical and Projected Trip Growth (AM Peak Period)

Trips starting in Durham (AM Peak Period)
300,000
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200,000
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Durham Suburban Toronto
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50,000
0
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Durham - Peel
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2011

2016

2021

2026

2031

Source: 1986-2011 TTS, 2031 DRTPM
Note: Excludes walking, cycling and school bus modes.

Overall, under a “business as usual” or “base scenario”, it is projected that the majority of trips in
the Region, and to other parts of the GTHA, will continue to be made using private automobiles.
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Exhibit 2.2 summarizes the auto and transit trip growth to 2031. While transit trips are growing at
a faster rate, the absolute increase in auto trips (149,000 in the pm peak period) is approximately
ten times the growth in transit trips (13,900).
Accordingly, a key focus of the TMP is to identify networks that provide improved options for
walking, cycling and transit, but also respecting that automobile travel will continue to influence
network needs to 2031 and beyond.
Exhibit 2.2: Forecast 2031 AM Peak Period Auto and Transit Travel Demand

Number of Trips (000's)
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2.3

2031 Base PM

Transit

Network Development Approach

The development of road, transit and cycling networks followed an iterative approach that
considered many inputs:


Existing network level of service



Public and stakeholder input on key issues and opportunities



Projections of future travel demands and network implications



Recommendations from key studies completed by the Region, as well as other
levels of government including the Ministry of Transportation and Metrolinx



Strategic Plan and Official Plan policies, including policies related to growth,
intensification and transit-oriented development



Technical analysis of alternative future scenarios including a Base Network
scenario and an Enhanced Network scenario as discussed below



Analysis of the need and justification of specific infrastructure improvements,
including a coordinated examination of road, transit and cycling improvements

The network development approach for roads and transit relied heavily on the Durham Region
Transportation Planning Model (DRTPM). The DRTPM is a multimodal transportation model first
developed in 2008-2009 by the University of Toronto, and was implemented for the Region as
part of the Long Term Transit Strategy study. Since that time, the DRTPM was updated as a
separate contract in preparation of the TMP update.
For the TMP update, the Region’s model was used to forecast traffic demand for 2031 with
supplemental traffic forecasts for 2021 and Beyond 2031 horizons. Two high-level network

May 19, 2016
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scenarios were developed to represent a range of potential network needs and opportunities.
The Base Network comprises limited network improvements whereas the Enhanced Network
reflects a more robust network with significant improvements. The two scenarios include the
following:


Base Network which includes only committed and funded projects by the Region,
the Province or other agencies. For road networks, this generally includes roads
with construction activities in the current (nine year forecast) capital plan. For
transit, the base network reflects the 2018 base DRT service plan, but no future
rapid transit projects. The base network includes 15 minute two-way GO service to
Oshawa, but no extensions of GO Rail.



2031 Enhanced Network which represents an aggressive level of infrastructure
improvements in Durham Region. It includes long term plans and projects that have
been identified in previous studies including the Durham DC Background study,
Durham Long Term Transit Strategy (LTTS) and the Next Wave of projects from
The Big Move. This includes Light Rail Transit on Highway 2, Taunton Road and
Simcoe Street and other rapid transit projects in the LTTS. It also includes the
extension of GO Rail to Bowmanville.

Modelling output from these scenarios served to inform the development of the proposed road
and transit networks, which represent a hybrid of these scenarios. It also informed more detailed
assessments of individual projects.

3

Transit

3.1

Strategic Direction

Direction 2: Elevate the role of integrated public transit including rapid
transit
Durham Region will continue to emphasize transit’s role in building a healthier and more
inclusive community, and in developing stronger urban centres and corridors. Further
development of rapid transit services within Durham Region will make transit more competitive
compared to the car, and will be complemented by improved access to transit by foot and
bicycle. Seamless integration of service across the Region’s boundaries will be pursued through
stronger partnerships with GO Transit, York Region Transit, and the Toronto Transit
Commission. The goal will be to significantly increase transit’s share of travel for commuting
during peak periods, and for many other trip purposes during off-peak periods. Transit services
will become more reliable, and advanced technologies will support new fare, security and
customer information strategies

3.2

Background

Transit services in Durham are provided by two operators: Durham Region Transit (DRT) and
GO Transit. DRT, which was founded in 2006 when the local transit systems of Ajax/Pickering,
Whitby, Oshawa and Clarington were transferred to the Region, operates the local bus services.
GO Transit operates the regional rail and bus network.
Transit ridership has been increasing steadily in Durham Region on both DRT and GO Transit.
Exhibit 3.1 shows the local transit ridership growth from pre-amalgamation to 2015. Over this
time period DRT ridership has grown by over 3.5 million trips at an average rate of about
355,000 trips per year. This growth in ridership has outpaced population growth in Durham
Region, as the ridership per capita has increased from 13.8 in 2006 to a high of 19.6 as of 2014.

May 19, 2016
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Much of the increases in municipal transit ridership are due to the steps Durham Region has
taken following the recommendations of the 2003 TMP. Improving public transit in order to
provide more travel choices was a primary objective of that plan. The previous TMP was
instrumental in identifying a transit priority network including the designation of Highway 2 as a
major corridor.
Exhibit 3.1: DRT Historical Ridership (Millions)1
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Sources: CUTA Factbooks, 2016 DRT Servicing and Finance Study

Similar to DRT, GO Transit rail service also continues to experience ridership growth. Between
2008 and 2013, boardings at Ajax, Whitby and Oshawa Stations grew by 32%, 25% and 21%,
respectively, while Pickering Station was more stable.
Overall, transit (including GO Rail), accounted for 7% of all trips in the AM peak period in 2011.
This figure is higher in the southern municipalities with transit accounting for as high as 11% and
12% of trips in Pickering and Ajax, respectively.
Looking forward, the role of transit in meeting transportation needs of Durham residents will
become increasingly important. As highlighted in Chapter 2, the fastest growing travel market is
trips starting and ending in Durham Region, many of which are short trips that could be made
using public transit. Without a shift of some of these trips to transit, the Region faces the risk of
congestion impacting economic development and growth.
The role of transit in meeting broader community objectives is also a key focus of the TMP. Key
areas of focus include:


Supporting community health and well-being.



Encouraging investment in the regional economy, including attracting knowledgebased businesses.



Addressing rural transit needs.



Shaping and supporting land use and facilitating development of complete
communities.



Supporting multi-modal travel options including walking and cycling.

1

2015 ridership was influenced by a teachers’ strike and implementation of significant route changes and a fare increase. (Source: 2016
Durham Region Transit Servicing and Financing Study, Report #2016-DRT-3)
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3.3

Progress and Opportunities

Current transit plans have evolved through a number of foundational documents:


2005 Transportation Master Plan: Highlighted the importance of an efficient and
effective public transportation system which in turn supports economic growth,
environmental objectives and community sustainability. Even though the 2005 TMP
was approved prior to amalgamation of municipal transit, it adopted a Region-wide
approach to transit network development. The TMP identified a Transit Priority
Network, including Major Transit corridors. It provided the foundation for current
rapid transit plans and the Highway 2 PULSE corridor.



Durham Regional Official Plan (ROP): The Region’s Official Plan indicates a
strong support for improved transit services with a goal for improving transportation
linkages both within the Region and between the Region and adjacent areas. The
ROP supports planning, design and operation of an integrated and coordinated
transit priority network along the major arterials linked with the existing and
proposed commuter rail network to serve both inter regional and inter municipal
travel demand. It establishes policies to support the development of transportation
hubs that act as development nodes as well as major transfer points between
modes. Most importantly, the ROP supports the intensification of development
along major transit corridors and the implementation of policies for transit oriented
development.



2010 Long Term Transit Strategy (LTTS): The Vision of the LTTS study was to
“Create an adaptive, safe, reliable, accessible, and desirable transit system that
shapes and connects Durham Region and beyond in an economically and
environmentally sustainable manner.” The development of a long-range or ultimate
rapid transit network was a major component of that study. Major transit corridors
were identified and a rapid transit strategy was outlined for long term
implementation including light rail transit (LRT), bus rapid transit (BRT), express
service and enhanced frequency services across the Region. The current TMP
uses the LTTS to inform the development of the 2031 transit network as well as the
longer term network.



DRT Five Year Service Strategy (2016): The DRT Five Year Service Strategy
outlined an objective “to develop and operate a transit system that will be available,
consistent, direct, frequent and seamless.” The intent was to increase transit market
share through targeted improvements for inter-municipal trips, improved
connections to GO Transit and inter-regional trips to east Toronto. The
implementation strategy for the targeted improvements included a number of
strategic initiatives to: restructure routes to be more direct, implement early service
to newly developing areas, increase service hours to cover a longer time period
during the day, improve service frequency and develop a high frequency network of
routes in the main travel corridors. The current TMP relies on and supports the Five
Year Service Strategy.

In addition to these Durham Region plans, there are a number of provincial planning initiatives
that are shaping transit in Durham Region. The Metrolinx Regional Transportation Plan for the
Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (The Big Move), completed in 2008, reviewed and identified
a long term rapid transit and commuter rail network for the Region. It confirmed the Highway 2
Rapid Transit corridor as a high priority through its designation in the 15 year plan. It also
identified an extension of the GO Rail Lakeshore East line to Bowmanville and a new GO Rail
line to Seaton. These GO Rail service expansions are a top priority for the Region. Metrolinx is
currently undertaking a review of the Regional Transportation Plan and is scheduled to complete
a Draft Updated Regional Transportation Plan by June 2017.
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A major initiative that has evolved since the completion of The Big Move is Regional Express
Rail (RER). Announced in 2015, RER will provide 15-minute two-way all day service on the
Lakeshore East GO line from Union Station to Oshawa within 10 years. Current plans are to
electrify the Lakeshore East corridor as far as the existing Oshawa GO station in that timeframe.
Although Durham Region already benefits from frequent GO Rail service, the introduction of
RER has the potential to transform transit options by providing a more effective service for twoway trips within the Region, as well as adding capacity for traditional Toronto-focused GO Rail
markets. Modelling carried out for the TMP shows that RER will complement rather than
compete with other Regional rapid transit corridors. Perhaps more importantly, it will support the
implementation of a High Frequency Bus Network as identified in DRT’s Five Year Service
Strategy by providing a more integrated system of local routes to feed into RER service.
A final opportunity that has the potential to transform transit and overall mobility in the future is
the rapidly growing “sharing economy” brought about by the advent of wireless communications
and mobile applications. This includes new mobility options such as dynamic transit shuttles
which could be used to serve lower density and rural areas of the Region, as well as
conventional car sharing, peer-to-peer car sharing, dynamic carpooling and car-hailing (e.g.
Uber). If regulated appropriately, new mobility options have the potential to support the
development of rapid transit and frequent transit networks by addressing “last mile” needs of
transit riders.

3.4

Goals and Action Areas

Based on work completed to date, the goals and categories of actions for transit include the
following:
Transit will be convenient and reliable across the Region


Service area



Service standards



Integration with other transit services



Fleet



Facilities

Higher Order Transit will connect major destinations


Rapid transit corridors



Transit priority measures



GO Rail corridors



Integration with development and public space

Transit trips will be accessible, safe and comfortable


Accessibility



Safety and security



Customer amenities



Customer information

The following section focuses on the second goal related to the Higher Order Transit network.
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3.5

Proposed Network

Durham Region Transit services will build around five main elements:


Rapid transit – DRT’s current PULSE bus rapid transit (BRT) service on Highway 2
has been very successful, and sets the stage for further investments on Highway 2
and other corridors. Rapid Transit routes will run in arterial road corridors, with
either protected rights-of-way or effective transit priority measures as discussed
below.



High Frequency Network (HFN) – Building on DRT’s Five Year Service Plan a
High Frequency Network will complement and feed parallel rapid transit corridors,
major activity nodes and the GO Rail/RER network. HFN routes will be direct and
carry high passenger volumes in designated High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes
or shared lanes.



Other Transit Spines – Other transit spines include services operating on Regional
roads or Provincial highways that connect all parts of the Region including northern
communities. These spines include a combination of GO bus routes and DRT
services.



Regular routes – Other bus routes will be generally less frequent and direct than
rapid transit and HFN routes, and will be spaced closer together to maximize
pedestrian access. Some will have limited days or hours of operation
(e.g. weekdays or peak periods only). They will include a new class of community
bus routes, which are designed to serve lower density and rural areas.

These Durham Region Transit networks will work in parallel with broader regional transit
networks comprising GO Bus services, GO Rail/RER and other provincial transit services
including the 407/412/418 transitways.
The proposed network components of each of these are outlined below.

3.5.1

Rapid Transit

Development of the TMP provides an opportunity to create a new vision for Durham Region’s
future rapid transit network. This vision builds on previous studies and is based on an
assessment of several candidate corridors that considered projected transit ridership and traffic
volumes in the corridor; road or active transportation projects planned for each corridor; and
proposed population and employment densities within 800 m (a 10-minute walk) of the corridor.
It examined major opportunities and constraints in each corridor including physical feasibility,
land use, traffic conditions, environmental impacts, accessibility and development patterns. The
potential of various corridors were then integrated into an overall rapid transit network strategy
that can address the transportation needs to 2031 and beyond and meet the principles,
directions and goals of the TMP.
The draft proposed Higher Order Transit Network map (Maps 1a and 1b) shows the two primary
spines that will comprise the Region’s rapid transit network in 2031: Highway 2 and Simcoe
Street. These corridors will be complemented by High Frequency Bus corridors in HOV lanes on
Taunton Road, Whites Road, Brock Road and Bayly Street. Each of these corridors is discussed
below.
Several types of rapid transit were considered, including light rail transit (LRT) in a roadway
median, bus rapid transit (BRT) in a roadway median, curbside reserved bus lanes, and curbside
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. Examples of these technologies and configurations are
shown in Exhibit 3.2. For 2031, the preliminary proposed technology for the primary rapid transit
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corridors is BRT operating in exclusive (generally median) right-of-way. The Final TMP will
include provisions for transitioning these corridors to LRT in the longer term.
Exhibit 3.2: Examples of Exclusive Rapid Transit

BUS RAPID TRANSIT

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT

Rapid Transit in
Median lanes

Rapid transit in
Curbside Lanes

Highway 2: Rapid transit in reserved bus lanes

Highway 2 is an exceptional regional east-west corridor for rapid transit with high projected
transit ridership. It is a continuous 38 km corridor connecting five area municipalities, Regional
Centres and major employment and population nodes. It provides direct access to the TTC
service hub at University of Toronto Scarborough.
Highway 2 serves DRT’s current PULSE route, which benefits from an existing length of
reserved bus lanes in Ajax from Westney Road to Salem Road. An environmental assessment
(EA) has been completed for large sections of the Highway 2 corridor as part of the Transit
Priority Measures EA, which recommended extending those reserved bus lanes from Westney
Road to Whites Road. Future projects to widen the road are planned for sections west of
Westney Road that were not included in the Transit Priorities Measures EA, from Salem Road to
Cochrane Street, from Garden Street to Thornton Road, and from Harmony Road to Courtice
Road.
Highway 2 has some constraints that make it a challenging corridor to incorporate rapid transit.
In Pickering Village, downtown Whitby and Oshawa it has a narrow (approx. 20 m) right-of-way,
and in downtown Oshawa it operates as a one-way pair (King Street/Bond Street).
This TMP proposes Highway 2 as a rapid transit corridor with exclusive lanes from the TorontoPickering boundary to Simcoe Street (continuous, except for the constrained sections in
Pickering Village and downtown areas), with protection for future extensions to the Bowmanville
GO Station. A phased approach to implementation is suggested, with buses operating in
reserved bus lanes until at least 2031; after that time, the Region could create additional transit
capacity, if needed, by replacing bus service with light rail transit (LRT) in the median.
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Simcoe Street

Simcoe Street is an ideal corridor for rapid transit based on its access to major generators of
transit trips including UOIT, Downtown Oshawa, Lakeridge Health Oshawa, the future Oshawa
GO Station (designated as a Mobility Hub by Metrolinx), and the Windfields Regional Centre in
north Oshawa. There are mixed land uses along the 9.5 km corridor and significant potential for
new development.
One of the challenges to implementing rapid transit on Simcoe Street is that the corridor has
several narrow portions where widening would be a challenge. This includes a 20 m right-of-way
between Olive Avenue and Adelaide Avenue, one-way pair operations (Simcoe Street/Centre
Street) between Olive Avenue and Elgin Street, and on-street parking between Elm Street and
Colborne Street.
The TMP has identified and examined several alternatives for Simcoe Street, including transit in
mixed traffic, widening for median or curb-side lanes and an alternative that would re-allocate
existing traffic lanes for rapid transit through the constrained sections. The analysis
demonstrated that an option that provides for dedicated rapid transit lanes, but reduces capacity
for vehicles to two lanes plus left turn lanes provides significantly greater corridor personcarrying capacity than the current configuration. Ridership on rapid transit would more than
exceed the volume that is accommodated in a typical traffic lane.
Reconfiguring Simcoe Street to accommodate dedicated rapid transit lanes would represent a
major change, but significant benefits to the overall street environment and pedestrian realm
could be realized. Further work will be required to examine design concepts.
As with Highway 2, a phased approach to implementation is suggested, with buses operating in
reserved bus lanes until at least 2031; after that time the Region could create additional transit
capacity, if needed, by replacing bus service with light rail.

3.5.2

High Frequency Network

The next level of higher-order transit consists of high frequency buses in High Occupancy
Vehicle (HOV) lanes and shared lanes. Generally, these corridors would operate with transit
frequencies of 10 minutes or less in the peak hours. HOV lanes would ensure priority for transit
vehicles on those corridors, while shared-lane operations would benefit from transit priority
measures (e.g. queue-jump lanes and transit signal priority) at select locations.
For 2031, four corridors are proposed for High Frequency Transit service in HOV lanes:


Taunton Road (from west Durham Boundary to Simcoe Street, with a possible
eastward extension)



Whites Road (from Kingston Road to Highway 407)



Brock Road (from Bayly Street to Highway 407)



Bayly Street (from Brock Road to Harwood Avenue)

Transit in HOV lanes was determined to be the optimal solution for these corridors based on the
goal of maximizing person carrying capacity. Typically, ridership should be at least 600 riders
per hour (and ideally 1,000) in order to justify conversion of a regular traffic lane to a full transit
lane, which is not the case for these corridors. Conversely, HOV lanes achieve the goal of
providing priority for transit while maintaining additional capacity for automobiles. Also factoring
into the proposed solutions for these corridors was adjacent land use.
Additional High Frequency Corridors operating in shared lanes are proposed for Rossland Road,
Victoria Street, Westney Road, Brock Street, Thornton Road and Harmony Road, as well as
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Highway 2 from Simcoe Street to Bowmanville GO Station. These corridors are shown on
Map 1b.

3.5.3

GO Rail

GO Rail will continue to play a major role in serving mobility needs in the future, particularly as
congestion on Highway 401 into Toronto increases. There are also opportunities for GO Rail to
provide improved transit options for trips within Durham Region, through service and
infrastructure upgrades on the Lakeshore East Corridor, and potential new GO Rail lines. Each
of these opportunities is discussed below.
Lakeshore East Corridor

Currently, GO Rail’s Lakeshore East line terminates at the Oshawa GO Station on Bloor Street
at Thornton Road. The Big Move (2008) identified the potential easterly extension of the
Lakeshore East line to Bowmanville in the 15-year plan. In 2011, an Environmental Assessment
and Preliminary Design Study was completed which recommended expansion of GO Rail to
Bowmanville on the CPR line via a new rail crossing of Highway 401. The study included new
stations along the CPR line at Thornton Road, Central Oshawa (between Simcoe Street and
Ritson Road), Courtice Road and Bowmanville (west of Regional Road 57). The study also
identified a potential future station west of Grandview Street in Oshawa.
In 2015 the Province announced the introduction of Regional Express Rail (RER). RER will
provide 15-minute two-way all day service on the Lakeshore East GO line from Union Station to
Oshawa within ten years. Current plans are to electrify the Lakeshore East corridor as far as the
existing Oshawa GO station within 10 years. Ideally, electrified service would extend to the
proposed Central Oshawa Station and perhaps further east; however at present CP Rail does
not permit electrified service on their corridors.
The extension of GO Rail eastward to Bowmanville is a key priority of both the provincial and
federal governments, each making commitments in their 2016 budget statements.
Modelling work carried out for the TMP confirms that the extension of GO Rail to Central
Oshawa and further east to Bowmanville has significant transportation and mobility benefits.
Seaton GO Rail

The Metrolinx Regional Transportation Plan identifies a new GO Rail extension to Seaton in the
15 year plan (see Exhibit 5.2). This service would essentially be a new service starting out in
Downtown Toronto and extending east into Durham on the CP Belleville Subdivision. One of the
key challenges with this service is that it runs through CP’s Agincourt rail yard, one of the busier
rail yards in the GTHA.
Extension of GO Rail to Seaton is a high priority for Durham given its ability to provide transit
alternatives for an ultimate population up to 70,000 and approximately 35,000 jobs.
GO Rail Extension to Uxbridge

GO Rail service is currently provided to Lincolnville Station, which is just north of Stouffville. This
line continues northeasterly through Goodwood and ultimately to Uxbridge but is not currently in
active service. Extension of the Stouffville GO service to Uxbridge has been identified as a
potential option, but would require major upgrades to the track infrastructure. As such it is
considered as a very long term option. One of the challenges with this line is that there are no
major communities between Stouffville and Uxbridge that would generate ridership, and growth
in Uxbridge is constrained by servicing and the Greenbelt.
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Future Service on the Havelock Subdivision

Plans for the introduction of service on the CP Havelock Subdivision, which would serve the
future Pickering Airport, have not been included in The Big Move 25 year plan. Major constraints
to implementation include the fact that the Greenbelt prevents further development in the inner
GTA area, the corridor requires major capital investments for upgrades and current track speeds
cannot handle passenger rail requirements. It is recommended that the corridor be protected for
future implementation of service.

4

Walking and Cycling

4.1

Strategic Direction

Direction 3: Make walking and cycling more practical and attractive
Durham Region will work towards shifting more short trips from cars to either foot or bike by
collaborating with Area Municipalities to improve the connectivity, continuity, comfort,
convenience and safety of walking and cycling routes. Significant growth in active transportation
levels is both desirable and achievable and residents will find it easier to move within, through
and between neighbourhoods without getting behind the wheel. The many residents of all ages
and abilities who do not drive will enjoy greater opportunity through improved access to their
daily destinations as well as to public transit services. Cycling routes that improve area municipal
connectivity, are key commuter routes, or enhance Regional cycling tourism will be prioritized.

4.2

Background

The Region is responsible for construction and maintenance of on-road cycling facilities and
paved shoulders on Regional roads for routes designated in the Regional Cycling Plan. The
Region is also responsible for providing the base for multi-use paths within Regional road rightsof-way for routes designated within the Regional Cycling Plan. Area municipalities are
responsible for building and maintaining sidewalks and multi-use paths along Regional roads as
well as all pedestrian and cycling facilities on local roads.
Walking

In terms of the pedestrian network, urban areas are well covered with sidewalks on both sides of
most arterial and collector roads, and on most local roads. Some gaps exist in the network within
urban areas, particularly in places of new development. In rural areas, which typically have multiuse paths and trails rather than sidewalks, pedestrians are forced onto shoulders and roadsides
to walk along rural roadways.
Cycling

The 2012 Council-approved Regional Cycling Plan (Map 2) identified an ambitious plan for
creating a Region-wide Primary Cycling Network. It identified a network of some 218 km of
cycling infrastructure on Regional road rights-of-way, plus additional cycling infrastructure on
municipal roads, which will make up the Primary Cycling Network. As of the end of 2015,
approximately 31 km of the Regional projects have been completed.
The 2012 plan identified a mix of multi-use paths, cycle tracks, paved shoulders, on-road cycling
lanes, and buffered cycling lanes for the arterial road network comprising both Regional and
area municipal roads. In contrast, the existing cycling network on Regional roads is mostly made
up of multi-use paths, with the exception of the buffered cycling lanes on Kingston Road in Ajax.
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As one of the follow-up actions to the 2012 Regional Cycling Plan, a Cycling Communications
Strategy was adopted by the Region in 2014 with the primary goal of promoting Durham’s
cycling initiatives and infrastructure. This plan provides resources for all types of cyclists and
uses the “Cycle Durham” brand to connect with the public.
Trails

The existing paved pedestrian and cycling networks are augmented by an extensive network of
trails in Durham Region, stretching for a total of nearly 300 km. Most of these trails are unpaved
and used primarily for recreational purposes such as recreational hiking and cycling, though
there may be potential for improvements that would allow some of these trails to act as high
quality active transportation links between Durham Region municipalities. For example, the
Waterfront Trail provides a high-quality route linking all of the lakefront municipalities.

4.3

Progress and Opportunities

Over the past decade, significant momentum has been gained improving conditions for walking
and cycling in the Region, which is a prerequisite for increasing the share of trips made using
active transportation modes. Major achievements include:


Approval of the Regional Cycling Plan (2008 and 2012)



Approval of the Region Trails Network (last updated in 2015) and Regional Trails
Guide



Establishment of the Durham Trails Coordinating Committee



Creation of Cycle Durham website and on-going communication strategy



On-going expansion of the Regional Primary Cycling Network, largely through road
capital projects. By the end of 2016, there will be about 50 km of cycling facilities on
Regional roads.



Concentrated efforts by the Region and area municipalities to advance walking and
cycling initiatives, both in terms of infrastructure as well as behavioural change and
marketing programs, including the Smart Commute Durham and Cycle Durham
programs

Despite these achievements, there is still a significant amount of progress that needs to be
made to create a truly regional active transportation network. One of the biggest challenges is
that the implementation of cycling network improvements is largely contingent on the road
capital program. Accordingly, a key focus of this TMP is to identify potential priority projects that
could serve to accelerate the implementation of key cycling connections.

4.4

Goals and Action Areas

Based on work completed to date, the goals and categories of actions for Active
Transportation (walking and cycling) include the following:
A comprehensive Region-wide cycling network will connect people to destinations with
safe and comfortable facilities supporting both utilitarian and recreational cycling
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Regional Trail Network (selected sections)



Rural cycling facilities
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Cycling routes that provide access to major destinations, improve network connectivity,
and enhance Regional cycling tourism will be prioritized to provide a cohesive network
over a shorter-term horizon


Short Term Cycling Routes

Built environments will support walking and cycling


New developments



Regional roads

More transit trips will involve walking and cycling


Walking and cycling routes to transit



Bike parking at transit



Bike racks on transit vehicles

Programs will motivate Durham residents to walk and cycle


Promotion



Education



Enforcement

This report focuses on the second goal related to Short-Term Cycling Routes.

4.5

Proposed Network

4.5.1

Primary Cycling Network

The Primary Cycling Network (PCN) was identified as part of the 2012 Regional Cycling Plan
and includes routes that link major centres, intermodal facilities and destinations. This network is
shown on Map 2. The PCN primarily serves longer trips between communities, area
municipalities and other regions. PCN routes are typically located in arterial road corridors, and
are on a combination of Regional roads and area municipal roads.
The PCN developed in 2012 is still considered to be valid and represents a comprehensive
longer term network goal. While no major changes to the PCN appear necessary, there are four
areas that were identified as needing review:


Addition of a new connection from Brooklin across Highway 407 on Ashburn Road,
which has been identified as a priority by the Town of Whitby.



Addition of Thickson Road between Victoria St and the Waterfront Trail which
provides a gateway to the waterfront trail through Whitby and also serves the
industrial employment lands. The Town of Whitby is proposing a multi-use path
along this corridor.



Addition of a new connection between North Oshawa and Scugog, using paved
shoulders or other treatments to improve safety for this popular recreational route.



Addition of a new north-south link to connect the Greenbelt Route to south Whitby
and the Waterfront. Various options are being explored by the Friends of the
Greenbelt.

Once the above are assessed, some or all of these routes may be recommended for
implementation as amendments to the TMP or through a subsequent review of the PCN.
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4.5.2

Short Term Cycling Routes

Since the RCP’s initial adoption in 2008, cycling facilities have been implemented as roads are
reconstructed per the Roads Capital Program. This has resulted in a steady increase in cycling
facilities; however, it is projected to take until 2031 to achieve the full build out of the 218 km of
cycling facilities on Regional road rights-of-way.
While the Primary Cycling Network provides the overall cycling vision for the Region, there is a
need to prioritize key cycling facilities where road construction is not proposed within the 10-year
Roads Capital Program. These shorter term improvements are intended to provide a highquality, connected network in the next 10 years.
The short term cycling routes focuses on:
Infill Projects – These infill links are advanced as components of the PCN outside of planned
capital investment through the road program. These links are identified to enhance connectivity
to key destinations, specifically:


Regional Centres – Regional Centres have been designated in Durham Region as
nodes of commercial, employment, and residential activity. In addition, these areas
are intended to support multi-modal connections, with major transit investments.
Ensuring strong active transportation networks are available in these Regional
Centres is important to achieve Regional goals.



Transit Priority Network – Access to major transit spines and hubs via active
transportation enhances the potential value of investment in both transit and active
transportation.



Area Municipal Cycling Networks – Where area municipal cycling or active
transportation plans exist, connections to existing and proposed cycling facilities
increase the potential for local routes to “feed” into the broader PCN.



External Cycling Networks – Connecting to networks outside of Durham Region is
critical to ensuring a connected network that supports commuting and recreational
travel. For instance, the proposed Rouge National Urban Park contains cycling and
trail connections that should be considered in future plans for the Region’s cycling
infrastructure investment.



Supporting Recreational Routes– components of the PCN that are geared towards
recreational cycling, where there are existing gaps that can be resolved.

Infill projects will work in conjunction with:
Planned Capital Investment – In keeping with approved policy, the 10-year capital roads
plan provides an opportunity to provide cycling facilities as roads are reconstructed. In
addition to links identified in the capital roads plan, new transit corridors are included in
the network (e.g. Highway 2 BRT, which includes buffered cycling lanes).
Regional Trails – Regional Trails support a wide variety of users, including cyclists.
Selected sections of the Regional Trails Network can assist in providing interim, off-road
connections until the PCN is built (i.e., beyond the 10-year planning timeframe).
Short Term Cycling Routes, including draft recommended infill projects, are illustrated in Map 3.
The infill projects are sections that could be considered for construction as independent capital
projects, or as add-ons to adjacent road projects. They would be considered annually during the
Region’s Business Planning and Budget process and in accordance with approved funding
arrangements under the RCP.
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5

Roads and Goods Movement

5.1

Strategic Direction

Direction 4: Optimize road infrastructure and operation
Durham Region will manage congestion levels through a proactive combination of capacity,
design, and operational strategies that can reduce the impact of bottlenecks and discontinuities,
improve safety for all road users, and be adaptive to climate change challenges. The use of
“complete street” approaches can extract the maximum public benefit from road facilities. When
integrated into street planning, design, construction, operation and maintenance processes,
complete street concepts can improve the safety and comfort of all road users—especially
pedestrians and cyclists, but also transit riders, car and truck drivers, and emergency service
providers. A connected, efficient network of complete streets can create an optimal balance of
mobility choices, while maintaining the integrity of emergency routes. The important role of
Regional roads in serving public transit and enabling the movement of goods across the GTHA
will be preserved through right-of-way allocation, operational prioritization, and advanced
technologies.

Direction 7: Improve goods movement to support economic development
Durham Region will ensure that its transportation network makes adequate provision for the
needs of all modes of goods movement, including road, air, rail, marine, and intermodal.
Providing efficient, continuous, and connected goods movement is integral to the Region’s
economic competitiveness and growth, including the growth of traditional and emerging
agricultural industries in rural communities. The Region’s ports, freight terminals, and airports
are key nodes in the broader transportation network that supports and connects businesses with
markets across the GTHA, the province, and the country. The Region will work with all levels of
government and other stakeholders to maintain and strengthen goods movement networks and
policies.

5.2

Background

Durham Region has a well-developed road network that has supported growth and development
in the Region over the last several decades. This network consists of highways, arterial roads,
collector roads, and local roads which together provide for efficient movement across the Region
as well as access to residences and businesses. The Durham Region Official Plan (ROP) is
somewhat unique in that it designates a hierarchy of major roads, without regard for jurisdiction.
The ROP recognizes four types of roads, namely Freeways, Type A Arterials, Type B Arterials,
and Type C Arterials. Generally, but not exclusively, Type A and Type B arterials are the
responsibility of the Region whereas Type C arterials may fall under the responsibility of either
the Region or area municipalities. Lower order roads, such as collector roads and local roads,
are designated by the area municipality.
The primary focus of the Transportation Master Plan is on the arterial road network.
A major change that has occurred since the 2005 TMP is the construction of Highway 407. The
extension of Highway 407 from Brock Road to Harmony Road and the new Highway 412
connecting Highway 407 to Highway 401 east of Lake Ridge Road are under construction as
part of the Highway 407 East Phase 1 and completion is expected in Spring 2016. Once
completed, approximately 31 km of highway will be integrated into Durham’s transportation
network, including 10 new interchanges and a partial interchange at Lake Ridge Road on
Highway 401 (Phase 1). These highways will be owned by the Province and maintained by the
407 East Development Group. Work is proceeding by Blackbird Infrastructure Group on the
Phase 2 of Highway 407 East (from Harmony Road to Highway 35/115) and Highway 418 (a
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north-south highway from Highway 407 to Highway 401 in Clarington) which is scheduled to be
complete by 2020.
Overall, the regional arterial network in Durham performs reasonably well. This is in part a result
of the policies that the Region has put in place to ensure a connected network and to manage
access to Type A and B arterials. The major challenges are related to Highway 401, which
experiences high levels of congestion in the westbound direction in the morning peak and
eastbound direction in the afternoon peak. North-south roads that connect to Highway 401 and
those that connect to GO stations, also experience high levels of congestion in both the morning
and afternoon peaks. Exhibit 5.1 presents a map based on the DRTPM for the PM peak hour
which illustrates these congested links. Modelling results show that even with Highway 407
completed, this congestion will remain and in some cases increase under the base case
scenario.
Exhibit 5.1: Existing Road Network Performance – Congested Links (PM Peak Hour)

Volume to capacity ratio > 0.90

It is also noteworthy that perceptions of congestion are increasing. Based on a public opinion
survey conducted as part of the TMP, 79% of respondents feel that traffic congestion is a
serious concern with 16% indicating it was their most important issue (compared to 13% for the
same question in a similar survey conducted in 2000).

5.3

Progress and Opportunities

Durham Region has been steadily making improvements to the road network. Between 2004
and 2015, Durham Region has added approximately 71 lane-km to the road network, the
majority of which has come in the form of widening arterial roads. This represents a 4% increase
in lane-km to the existing Regional road network.
The 2015 Capital Budget and Nine Year Forecast identifies a continued program of road network
improvements to address existing network constraints as well as traffic from new growth areas.
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Road improvements identified in the nine year plan would result in an additional 9% in lane-km
added to the Regional network, which is lower than the rate of population growth.
Additional road improvements to serve growth to 2031 were identified in the 2013 Regional
Development Charge Background Study and served as input to the development of the road
network for this current TMP.
In addition to basic road network level of service as measured by demand and capacity, the road
network development also considers several important emerging policy areas including:


Complete Streets concepts: Complete Streets is a concept that promotes safe
and comfortable access along and across roadways for users of all ages and
abilities, and using a range of modes including walking, cycling, public transit and
automobiles. Many Complete Streets policy elements are already included in the
Region’s policy documents and guidelines and will be highlighted in the TMP.



Multi-modal Level of Service (MMLOS): Traditionally, road network decisions are
focused on performance measures based on automobile level of service. An
emerging best practice is to measure level of service for all modes including
pedestrians, cyclists and transit riders, in addition to automobiles. This process
provides for an informed trade-off on modal priorities within Regional road corridors,
with a focus on creating a more transit-oriented, multi-modal transportation network.
A full MMLOS assessment was not carried out for the current TMP; however, the
concept of multi-modal trade-offs was explicitly considered in the development of
road network recommendations.

Both of these policy areas speak to the need to ensure road networks are planned and designed
to maximize opportunities for all modes.
In addition to movement of people, it is critical to recognize the role of goods movement in the
Region. Reliable, efficient goods movement can attract investment, foster economic growth and
create jobs. Its role in Durham Region is increasingly important, and the TMP will identify a
comprehensive, integrated suite of supportive actions to support goods movement. It recognizes
that goods movement is integrated with other aspects of regional planning including land use
and economic development, and that it involves all levels of government, agencies such as port
authorities, and the private sector.

5.4

Goals and Action Areas

Based on work completed to date, the goals and categories of actions for Roads include the
following:
Regional roads will be continuous and connected


Road classification hierarchy



Connectivity

Regional roads will serve all modes and users


Complete streets



Multimodal levels of service



Arterial road design

Regional roads will grow with the Region
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Road operations will support a better quality of life


Road safety



Transportation system management



Neighbourhood traffic management

The environmental effects of roads will be minimized


Air emissions



Storm water management

This summary report focuses on Goal 3 and specifically network expansion.
Goals and actions areas for Goods Movement include the following:
The built environment will support goods movement


Strategic Goods Movement Network



Land use plans



Transportation plans, designs and operations



Intermodal facilities

Collaboration will inform and support shared solutions


Internal coordination



Collaboration with stakeholders

Freight information will support policies, plans and practices


Data collection, assessment, storage



Tools and best practices

5.5

Proposed Network

5.5.1

Proposed 2031 Road Network

The road network and mobility improvement projects are identified on Maps 3a and 3b. These
projects comprise road widening projects, construction of new alignments and construction of
new structures such as bridges or grade separations.
As discussed previously in Chapter 2, the development of the proposed road network plan for
2031 took into account projected traffic demands as well as other considerations such as
providing access to new development. Various plans, including area municipal TMP’s and
Official Plans were reviewed and informed the proposed road network.
It should be noted that road expansion projects identified on the proposed road network are
subject to further review to confirm issues related to constructability, environmental constraints
or other physical constraints, which were only reviewed at a high level in the TMP. These issues
will be considered as part of follow-on Environmental Assessments.

5.5.2

Road Network Improvements Beyond 2031

The primary focus of the transportation master plan is to identify a transportation network
solution to correspond to the planning horizon for the current Official Plan, which is 2031.
However, it is also important to ensure corridors are identified and protected for longer term
growth.
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Modelling work has been completed to establish road network needs beyond 2031, a
corresponding network will be presented as part of the Draft TMP.

5.5.3

Goods Movement

In developing the 2031 road and transit networks, a key consideration was ensuring that
improvements were identified to support efficient goods movement. This includes improvements
that support access to employment lands, recognize the importance of agricultural lands and
improve or maintain emergency detour routes.
In developing the road network improvements, it is also important to recognize the impacts of
truck traffic on existing communities and hamlets. The TMP will identify policies to promote a
balance between ensuring efficient goods movement and reducing the impacts of truck traffic on
communities.
As part of the TMP, recommendations will also be made on modifications to the Strategic Goods
Movement Network (Regional Official Plan Schedule 'C' – Map 'C4') to account for changing
economic conditions and emerging opportunities. This network recognizes all goods movement
modes including road, rail and marine.

6

Next Steps

The final phase of the TMP will develop a detailed implementation plan for the proposed network
improvements and related actions. This includes finalization of project costs and a detailed
phasing plan.

6.1

Network Costing Framework

Preliminary costing has been carried out for all projects identified in the proposed 2031
networks. The costing framework is based on unit costs benchmarked against recent
construction projects in Durham. In addition to capital costs, the TMP will provide estimates of
the operating and maintenance costs for all road and transit projects in order to ensure that the
full lifecycle cost of the plan is accounted for.

6.2

Phasing and Prioritization

The primary purpose of the road network component of the TMP is to identify the road network
needs to accommodate travel demand to 2031. As discussed in Section 5, the TMP also
identifies road network needs beyond 2031 in order to ensure that the Region protects the
necessary rights-of-way for long term needs.
Typically, transportation infrastructure projects are prioritized on an on-going basis through the
capital budget and nine year forecasting process. This process is conducted by Region staff and
takes into account existing and projected traffic volumes, development-driven needs, on-going
asset management, and financial envelopes.
The TMP provides an opportunity to both review/confirm the Regional road program for the next
decade, as well as provide a longer term outlook for planning purposes. It also provides an
opportunity to ensure that the road program reflects the Principles and Directions of the TMP,
particularly with respect to meeting objectives for transit, walking and cycling.
Overall, the approach to the prioritization process is to balance the needs of addressing
congestion throughout the Region with those of improving the environment for other modes,
providing access to new development lands, and providing value for money.
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Following the confirmation of the 2031 networks, projects will be phased according to the
following time periods:


Phase 1: 2017 - 2021



Phase 2: 2022 - 2026



Phase 3: 2027 - 2031



Phase 4: Beyond 2031

A next step is to prioritize transportation projects. The prioritization process will consider criteria
such as: access to development, congestion management benefits, cost effectiveness, ability to
address network gaps, and support for non-motorized and transit infrastructure.
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Appendix A: Maps
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Map 1a: Proposed 2031 Higher Order Transit Network (Region)
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Map 1b: Proposed 2031 Higher Order Transit Network (South)
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Map 2: Regional Cycling Plan Primary Cycling Network and Trail Network
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Map 3: Short Term Cycling Routes
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Map 4a: Proposed 2031 Road Network (Region)
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Map 4b: Proposed 2031 Road Network (South)
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